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Publications:

**Predictive access control for distributed computation**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

**Combining Static Analysis and Runtime Checking in Security Aspects for Distributed Tuple Spaces**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2011

**AspectKE*: Security Aspects with Program Analysis for Distributed Systems**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2010

**AspectKE*: Security Aspects with Program Analysis for Distributed Systems**
Publication: Research › Interactive production – Annual report year: 2010

**Aspects with Program Analysis for Security Policies**
Publication: Research › Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2010

**Advice for Coordination**
Publication: Research › Peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2008

**Analyzing the Control Structure of PEPA**
Publication: Research › Poster – Annual report year: 2007

Projects:

**Aspects for security policies**
Project: PhD